Manipal Hospitals – World kidney day / World Diabetic day/ World cancer day.
Manipal Hospitals organized and event in view of the world Kidney day and World Cancer day.
Our role was to Setup Stage backdrop, Sound light and set props for both these events
They also did a Blue light campaign for the world diabetic day where we Lit up the entire Manipal
hospital buildings and this campaign/event was held across 15 locations in Bangalore and 8 Location in
India on the very same day, it became a Fad that every other client called us and wanted us to replicate
the lighting idea.
We gave Led lighting option which actually reduced their cost on power and we did this for four years.

Indian Air force Exhibition.
The Indian Air force Expo was one of the largest events that we have handled With over 20,000 footfall,
spanning over 3 days (was initially a 2 days event )
Our scope of work was Technical on site production of LED wall, Video Recording and Hd Photography
apart from fabrication of stage & Backdrops.
The fabrication had to be impeccable as the top brass were present
On the technical side the led wall had to be placed at 3 different locations and the video and audio had
to be seamless, and when you have 20,000 pax at the venue the detailing even in case of cabling can’t
go wrong.

Sunvik TMT
Sunvik Tmt Launched their new range of steel bars, Resonate production was called in for an ideation
for the same, we gave them a fantastic high definition Led video wall, and for the launch we did a split of
the led wall along with special effect lighting and the product was revealed.

JSW
Jsw Steels customer meet held at Taj vivantha, was again entrusted to us and our scope of work was
Fabrication and technical’s (sound light and video) the stage had to be curved in the in the middle front,
and it was a little challenging as the hotel did not give us much time to setup, also on the technical’s our
team did a fabulous job.

Kristu Jayanthi College
Mirotsava 2016 and 2017 was entrusted upon us for Sound light and technical’s, the highlight of the
events in 2016 was the High definition led wall, and in 2017 it was massive led wall of 20 x 14 feet in
height.

Lenovo launch
Lenovo launched their latest slim line of laptops and tabs, the highlight of the event was the technical’s,
we used the high resolution short throw projections systems, with a distance of 5 feet from the screen
we setup(usually required is 15 feet minimum).

Abbott
Abbott launched their CV Zest Division and we did the launch with and exclusive 360 rotating backdrop.

Clipa
Cipla had a conference on diabetes resonate was the one and only agency they trusted as a lot of
technical’s were involved, we setup a watchout led wall with picture in picture setup and a live feed
from United states of America, we also setup an LED standee which was one of the highlights of the
evening.

Microland
Microlands annual day event held at Manipal County was entirely handled by the Resonate team,
starting from teaser posters for the event to the dj dance floor, the event was flawless.

Deutsche Bank
Deutsche Bank’s annual day event held at Lalith Ashok was entrusted to Resonate productions and the
highlight of the event was the set design that we had done for them, it was an exclusive set designed by
our in house creative’s team.

Lenovo- dealers meet
Lenovo had their partners meet and the highlight was the set design was fabricated in 48 hours and it
was perfect.

Arris
Arris had their year end celebration dinner with over 600 employees and Resonate was entrusted to
provide DJ and emcee, it was such a huge success that we got a testimonial from the CEO himself.

Make my trip – Star Partners meet ( Goa & Bangalore)
The events company social street closed the deal with Resonate production for the star partners meet,
the highlight of the event being Technical production for both the events in Goa and Bangalore since it
was one of India’s top bands performing Daira and Threeory, even though the bands engineer could not
make it for the event in Goa, our in house sound engineer, it was definitely complicated, but we proved
the point.

Samsung – Air solutions Launch
Samsung’s air solutions launch was such a success thanks to Resonate who provided the on ground
support for the sound light and AV being so critical as it was one of their most important launch cum
dealer meet, Highlight : Av projector of 10k lumens with short projection lens.

BMC
BMC’s Automation day was the event, highlight was the detailing in every aspect of production be it
registration, hostess, ply back backdrop, video, photography or technical, the event was indeed a
success.

Yahoo – Drum jam
Yahoo had their team building activity; this time around it was a drum jam performance by Roberto
Narain and Vasundra Das. Highlight for the event was that we were informed by the team just few hours
from the event time, since any band/drum jam setup would take up a minimum of 2 hours to setup, our
team So experienced that we were ready after sound checks in just 30 mins, Thanks how well we
understand acoustics.

SNIA – Storage Developer conference
Storage developer conference one of international clients had their event in Bangalore, right from
conception to execution was planned by Resonate productions. Highlight of the event was they had a 2
track session,after the first session the hall was split in 2 and the other session would start in 10 mins,
everything from Pa system to projection to lights to chairs setup had be ready in 10 minutes, and we did
it !

Lupin
Another medical conference/meet we did thanks to event partners Exicon who belived in us, highlights :
Sound lights and AV, flawless again.

